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A review article on recent trends in surgical
treatment of spondylolisthesis
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Abstract
Background: Current guidelines for the optimal treatment degenerative spondylolisthesis are weak
and based on limited high-quality evidence. There is some moderate evidence that decompression
alone may be a feasible treatment with lower surgical morbidity and similar outcomes to fusion when
performed in a select population with a low-grade slip. Similarly, addition of interbody fusion may
be best suited to a subset of patients with high-grade degenerative spondylolisthesis, although this
remains controversial. Minimally invasive techniques are increasingly being utilized for both
decompression and fusion surgeries with more and more studies showing similar outcomes and
lower postoperative morbidity for patients. This will likely be an area of continued intense research.
Finally, the role of spondylolisthesis reduction will likely be determined as further investigation into
optimal sagittal balance and spinopelvic parameters is conducted. Future identification of ideal
thresholds for sagittal vertical axis and slip angle that will prevent progression and reoperation will
play an important role in surgical treatment planning.
Methods: Recent articles were searched on search engines such as PubMed, Google Scholar and
additionaly by checking references of different articles.
Summary: Posterolateral spinal fusion remains the treatment of choice, the use of interbodies and
decompressions without fusion may be efficacious in certain populations. However, additional
high-quality evidence is needed, especially in newer areas of practice such as minimally invasive
techniques and sagittal balance correction.
Keywords: ‘Spondylolisthesis’, ‘Recent trends in management’, ‘Fusion techniques’, ‘MI-TLIF’,
‘Pseudarthrosis’
Introduction
The treatment of Spondylolisthesis has been a matter of
interest amongst the treating surgeons, more so because the
aetiology of this disease is multifactorial and is not yet
perfectly clear. The natural history is not well established
from the point of view of the knowledge of its real causes,
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pathogenesis and development[1]. For example, in a recent
analysis, 95,647 patients with a diagnosis of lumbar
degenerative spondylolisthesis, 40% were treated with
corticosteroid injections, 37% were treated with physical
therapy, and only 22% were treated surgically[2]. Numerous
prospective and retrospective studies have been carried out
over the past decade to narrow down the near optimal
treatment for degenerative spondylolisthesis. The objectives
of this review were to try and come to a consensus on some of
the common controversial topics in management of
Spondylolisthesis. These include role of fusion, and if yes
which amongst Postero-lateral(PLF) or interbody
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fusion(IBF) would be better. Also comparisons between
various methods of Interbody fusions and their outcomes.
Whether or not all cases should undergo reduction, role of
Minimally invasive(MI) TLIF (Transforaminal Lumbar
interbody fusion) over traditional open TLIF.
Materials and Methods
Recent articles were searched on search engines such as
PubMed, Google Scholar with the use of Key words like
‘Spondylolisthesis’, ‘Recent trends in management’, ‘Fusion
techniques’, ‘MI-TLIF’, ‘Pseudarthrosis’. Additional articles
were identified by checking the references. Studies were
initially screened based on titles and references and study of
relevant topics were selected and a review was done of the
same.

patients that underwent PLIF. All patients had a successful
fusion postoperatively. However, PLIF patients had greater
improvement in Beaujon scoring system outcome
measure[6]. Ha KY et al. retrospectively compared 21
patients with DS at L4-L5 that underwent PLF with 19
patients that underwent PLIF. Patients were additionally
divided based on whether or not they had a stable slip
(defined as less than 4-mm translation or 10° angulation). In
the stable group, there was no difference in clinical outcomes
between PLF and PLIF groups, although slip angle and disc
height had better improvement with PLIF. However, in the
unstable group, both radiological and clinical outcomes (ODI
and VAS pain) had greater improvement in the PLIF
group[7].

2. What type of Interbody Fusion technique is better in
1. Spondylolisthesis: Posterolateral Fusion v/s Interbody Spondylolisthesis treatment?
Interbody fusion, has become increasingly popular in the
Fusion?
C u r r e n t s u r g i c a l m a n a g e m e n t o f d e g e n e r a t i v e treatment of DS, with utilization rates climbing from 14% in
spondylolisthesis (DS) involves decompression of the spinal 1999 to 37% in 2011.[8] However, controversy exists
canal followed by fusion with or without interbody. The regarding the specific indications and benefits of IBF overall
additional functional and operative benefits derived from as well as on the relative merits of the various interbody
interbody inclusion has yet to be extensively established with approaches. The benefit of arthrodesis has been
a number of current studies producing conflicting results. demonstrated in the existing literature, but the optimal
Thus, various studies have aimed to compare the functional
Zawar Amethod
et al for achieving fusion remains poorly defined. Peter B.
and surgical outcomes after fusion against interbody fusion. Derman et al studied IBF techniques in the Surgical
Ryan C. Campbell et al. in his systematic review and Meta- Management of DS and found that Anterior (ALIF), lateral
analysis of 721 patients concluded that, PLF with additional (LLIF), posterior (PLIF), transforaminal (TLIF), and axial
PLIF(Posterior Lumbar interbody fusion)/TLIF does not (AxiaLIF) lumbar IBF approaches have been described.
have a significant effect on operative outcomes such as While the current data are limited, TLIF may be a better
complication rates, reoperation rates, blood loss or option than PLIF in DS due the increased operative morbidity
hospitalization time. While there may be slight advantages in and peri-operative complications observed with the latter.
patient outcomes such as ODI and VAS as well as rates of LLIF is shown to be better than PLIF in view of improved
fusion, results from the currently available literature indicate radiologic outcomes, fewer intraoperative complications,
them to not be statistically significant[3]. To confirm the and potentially greater improvements in disability. The
current findings, a large randomized controlled trial in fusion results comparing LLIF to TLIF are less conclusive. No
techniques stratified according to degree of instability is studies specifically comparing ALIF or AxiaLIF to other IBF
required. Gottshalk et al also found postoperative ODI scores techniques could be found[8]. The findings of a 2015
to be lower among the PLF with PLIF/ TLIF group. Overall, retrospective cohort study by Liu et al suggested that PLIF
postoperative ODI and VAS scores favored the PLF with and TLIF produce similar short-term functional
PLIF/TLIF groups, though this was not statistically improvements, but PLIF is associated with significantly more
significant[4]. Steven J. McAnany et al did a systematic review operative morbidity and peri-operative complications in the
and meta-analysis of 865 articles and found that patients with form of longer operative time, higher rates of blood
DS can be managed with either a PLF or IBF with no transfusions, more rates of dural tears, post operative
significant differences in clinical outcomes or fusion rates. neurological deficits and greater hospital stay[9]. Yan et al.
Length of stay was the only variable that was found to be in reported the results of a retrospective cohort study
favor of either group, with the PLF group demonstrating a comparing PLIF versus TLIF for single-level fusion in DS.
shortened hospitalization[5]. Rousseau et al. conducted a The minimum 2 year follow-up was achieved in 85 patients
retrospective review of 16 patients that underwent PLF and 8 undergoing PLIF and 91 undergoing TLIF. Results of this
13
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study suggest that PLIF and TLIF exhibit similar safety
profiles, and both provide good medium-term clinical and
radiographic outcomes[10]. 2 year outcomes of a prospective
cohort study comparing LLIF (n = 29) to MIS TLIF (n = 26) in
treatment of DS by Sembrano et al. and Isaacs et al. Both
authors concluded that both techniques are reasonable
treatment options as they provide high fusion rates and
significant and sustained clinical improvements over a 2 year
time frame[11][12].
3. Spondylolisthesis : In-situ fusion or Reduction and
fusion ?
Current instrumentation systems have provided tools to
correct spinal deformities. Transpedicular devices, in
particular, allow firm fixation of the vertebra and improve the
chances of correcting spinal deformities. Reduction of the
slipped vertebra can give better alignment of the lumbosacral
junction, at least in theory. Better alignment may provide
better function. However, these operations involve an
increased risk of neurologic complications from the screws
and also the possibility of distracting neurologic elements
during the corrective procedure. Fusion in situ is considered
safe and has given good long-term results. A Multicenter
evaluation of Clinical and Radiographic Outcomes Following
High-grade Spondylolisthesis Reduction and Fusion by
Gandhoke GS et al, suggests that reduction, when
accomplished with wide neural element decompression and
instrumented fusion, is safe, effective, and durable with low
rates of neurological injury, favorable clinical results, and
high-fusion rates[13]. Ruf and colleagues con¬cluded that
reduction and circumferential instrumented fusion from L5
to S1 is feasible and safe, and thus superior to in situ fusion
because it accomplishes the ultimate goal of surgery restoration of sagit¬et al balance with minimal functional
restriction[14]. Poussa et al reported a comparison between
in-situ fusion or reduction and fusion for the treatment of
high-grade spondylolisthesis with mean follow-up of 14.8
years. They concluded that good clinical results are achieved
because the slip is stabilized and the neural elements
decompressed, and that in situ fusion should be considered
the treatment of choice for high-grade spondylolisthesis[15].
Sasso and associates reported results of partial reduction (of
slip angle only) in 25 patients and concluded that complete
reduction of severe slips is not essential and that partial
correction followed by fusion is safe and results in high
satisfaction scores[16].
4. Role of Minimally invasive (MI)-TLIF v/s Open TLIF.
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The treatment for DS usually consists of an open
decompression with either in situ fusion or reduction with
use of posterior or circumferential fusion. Alternative
minimally invasive approaches with posterior percutaneous
transpedicular fixation allow for similar results without
disrupting the posterior tension band and avoiding direct
contact with the thecal sac and unintended durotomies. The
advantages for minimally invasive anterior column
arthrodesis and posterior percutaneous transpedicular
fixation are preservation of the posterior arch and its
stabilizing musculature, avoiding contact with and epidural
scaring of the thecal sac, CSF leak, arachnoiditis, decreased
blood loss and morbidity associated with an open posterior
approach[17][18]. Khan et al. performed a meta-analysis of
MI-TLIF versus open TLIF and found that MI-TLIF can
significantly reduce the blood loss, length of hospital stay, and
complications; however, the fusion rate and operative time
was similar[17]. Ai-Min Wu et al studied The Outcomes of
Minimally Invasive versus Open Posterior Approach Spinal
Fusion in treatment of Lumbar Spondylolisthesis .The
prospective evidence suggested that MI posterior fusion had
less blood loss and hospital stay than Open fusion; however it
took more operative time. Both Minimally invasive and open
fusion had similar results in pain and functional outcomes,
complication, fusion rate, and revision surgery[18]. Longo et
al. compared the incidence of neurologic injury between
open reduction with arthrodesis and arthrodesis in situ,
reporting no statistical difference in the two groups. Deficits
were found in 7.9% of the reduction group and 8.9% in the
arthrodesis in situ group, both demonstrating parasthesia /
dysesthesia, L5 nerve root injury, and extensor hallicus
longus weakness[19].
5. Pseudarthrosis : Is Revision surgery beneficial?
Pseudarthrosis is common complication and is a known
cause of recurrent pain and disability after spinal fusion
surgery and is a common indication for revision surgery.
Currently, circumferential fusion is the preferred method of
treatment for pseudarthrosis and has been reported to lead to
a higher fusion rate despite the increased cost and potential
complications[20]. Although successful fusion rates have
been correlated with good clinical outcomes in pain and
function, not all these patients improve clinically even after
achieving a successful fusion. Ozgur Dede et al studied
Revision surgery for lumbar pseudarthrosis amongst 66
patients and found that the instability continues to persist in
patients with spondylolisthesis when arthrodesis fails;
therefore, successful results with a revision fusion surgery can
be obtained in patients who had documented instability at the
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time of index procedure. However, the outcome after revision
surgery for pseudarthrosis in patients with DDD is not
reliable despite successful fusion compared with
spondylolisthesis[20]. Lauerman et al. reported 40 patients
who had revision surgery with PLF with instrumentation for
pseudarthrosis and noted a solid fusion in only 49% of the
cases[21] Albert et al. reported a low pseudarthrosis rate
(10%) in their revision surgery series; however, 21% of the
patients had poor clinical outcome despite good radiographic
outcomes[22] Butterman et al. reported different clinical
outcomes in primary fusion cases where the patients were
divided into high-grade spondylolisthesis, low-grade
spondylolisthesis, pediatric spondylolisthesis, DDD, and
post-discectomy. The study showed that the DDD and postdiscectomy patients demonstrated a worse clinical outcome
compared with high- and low-slip spondylolisthesis
groups[23].
6. Adjacent segment disease : Incidence and Risk factors
after Spondylolisthesis surgery.
Decompression and fusion with instrumentation is a
common procedure for DS. Although instrumented fusion
can achieve a high fusion rate and favorable clinical outcomes, adjacent segment disease (ASD) is a common
problem following lumbar fusion. The postulated
mechanisms for development of ASD were abnormal loading
and increased mobility at adjacent segments caused by
fusion[26]. Radiographic degeneration at adjacent segments
is common but is not always related to clinical symptoms.
Simultaneous decompression surgery sacrifices the integrity
of posterior complex between the fused segment and the
adjacent segment, which may jeopardize adjacent segment
stability and cause the accelerated development of ASD[27].
Zhao-Ming Zhong et al studied ASD after instrumented
fusion for adult DS : Incidence and risk factors in a total of 154
patients and found that overall incidence of ASD is 11.7% in
adult patients with lumbar DS after decompression and
instrumented fusion at a mean follow-up of 28.6 months. Risk
factors include the simultaneous decompression at adjacent
segment and pre-existing spinal stenosis at cranial adjacent
segment[24]. Zencica et al. retrospectively analyzed 91
patients with lumbar spondylolysthesis who were treated
with decompression and 360 degrees instrumented fusion,
and the ASD developed in 10 (11%) patients at a mean followup of 8.7 years[25]. Sakaura et al. reported a 10% incidence of
ASD in 40 patients with lumbar spondylolysthesis who
underwent PLIF with transpedicular instrumentation after a
minimum follow-up of 4 years[26]. Cho et al. reported that
the pre-existing spinal stenosis at cranial adjacent segment on
Journal of Orthopaedic and Rehabilitation | Volume 2 | Issue 1 | Jan- June 2019 | Page 12-17

MRI was significant correlated with adjacent segment
reoperation in patient with instrumented PLIF at L4/5 level,
but preexisting spinal stenosis at caudal adjacent segment was
not a risk factor[27].
7. Impact of Intra-operative Neuromonitoring : Is it
helpful ?
Neurologic injuries from iatrogenic pedicle wall breaches
during screw placement are known complications of PLFs
with an estimated risk of 0.8% to 6.1%[28]. Spontaneous
EMG continuously monitors peripheral nerve roots
responsible for muscle innervation using electrodes placed in
the muscles corresponding to the level of interest. Spikes,
bursts, or trains of activity during surgery may indicate
pulling, compression, or stretching of nerves. Triggered EMG
helps identify a pedicle wall breach by measuring the
amplitude of current intensity required to trigger a nerve root
through pedicle screw stimulation. While Intra-operative
Neuromonitoring (ION) has been shown to decrease the risk
of neurological injury in spinal deformity surgery, its routine
use in PLF remains controversial[29]. Remi M. Ajiboye et al
reviewed the The Utility of Intraoperative Neuromonitoring
for Lumbar Pedicle Screw Placement in 9957 patients and
concluded that the risk of neurological complications
following PLFs is low and the routine use of EMG for PLFs
may not decrease the risk[28]. The study by Cole et al. was not
selective and included IBF and all forms of ION (not just
limited to EMG). Despite these differences, the authors
concluded that the use of ION did not correlate with reduced
intraoperative neurological complications [29] Alemoet al.
reviewed 86 patients who underwent lumbar or lumbosacral
fusion with ION. 5 % of pedicle screws evoked an EMG
response resulting in subsequent screw repositioning and no
postoperative deficits; however, 3 patients (3.48%) developed
a postoperative neurological deficit with a negative
intraoperative EMG. Reasons for false-negative rates include
anesthesia factors (muscle relaxants or paralytics impair
contraction), technical factors (current shunt through pooled
blood or soft tissue in screw head, placement of probe on the
screw tulip will impair conduction), patient factors (preexisting nerve damage will have higher triggering thresholds)
and implant factors (hydroxyapatite coatings reduce screw
conduction capacity). These factors may each contribute to a
surgeon’s inability to identify a nerve injury, and may
contribute to the similar risk of neurologic injury with and
without EMG[30].
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